Skagit Conservation District – Notice of 2020 Plant Sale Change in Operation

The following changes to the Skagit Conservation District annual plant sale have been made to adhere to the Public Health Officials guidance on reducing the threat of spreading Covid-19.

- Open Plant Sale April 4th is cancelled.
- All plant sales will be through pre-orders. Pre-ordered plants will be picked up via a drive through system allowing all purchasers and staff to maintain the required social distancing.
- Full payment will be required prior to pick-up. Those who have already partially pre-paid will be contacted to complete full payment. The minimum pre-order will stay at $50.00.
- Pre-order date will be extended to March 27th in hopes that we can sell all the plants that would have normally sold during the open plant sale.

There may be additional changes to the pre-order pick-up based on guidelines or mandates from Public Officials. Do not hesitate to call (360-428-4313) or email skagitcd@skagitcd.org if you have any questions.